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Abstract
The graphene family comprises not only single layer graphene but also graphene-based
nanomaterials (GBN), with remarkably different number of layers, lateral dimension
and price. In this work, two of these GBN, namely graphene nanoplatelets (GNP) with
n~7-15 layers and few-layer graphene (FLG) with n~3 layers have been evaluated as
fillers in 3 mol% yttria stabilized tetragonal zirconia (3YTZP) ceramic composites.
Composites with 10 and 20 vol% GNP or FLG have been fabricated by wet powder
processing and spark plasma sintering (SPS) and the influence of the content and
number of layers of the graphene-based filler has been assessed. For both graphenebased fillers, an intermediate zirconia oxycarbide has been detected in the grain
boundaries. The lower stacking degree and much more homogeneous distribution of the
FLG, revealed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), can improve load transfer
between the GNPs and the ceramic matrix. However, high FLG contents lower
densification of the composites, due partly to the larger FLG interplanar spacing also
estimated by TEM. The hardness (both Vickers and nanoindentation) and the elastic
modulus decrease with increased GBN content and with improved graphene dispersion.
The FLG greatly inhibit the crack propagation that occur perpendicular to their
preferential orientation plane. The composites with thinner FLG have higher electrical
conductivity than those with GNP. The highest electrical conductivity is achieved by
composites with 20 vol% FLG in the direction perpendicular to the compression axis
during sintering, σ= 3400 ± 500 Sm-1.
Keywords: ceramics, composite materials, nanostructures, grain boundaries,
transmission electron microscopy: TEM, electrical conductivity.

1. Introduction
The reasons for using graphene-based nanostructures as fillers for ceramic composites
are multifold. From the mechanical point of view, the intrinsic fragility of ceramics
could be overcome by a nanostructured material which possesses an extremely high
elastic modulus (1 TPa) [1] and offers microscopic reinforcement mechanisms as crack
deflection, grain wrapping and crack bridging. An interesting fracture toughness
improvement has been reported in Si3N4 composites with GNP [2,3]. From the thermal
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point of view, the high thermal conductivity of graphene can improve the response of
ceramics to thermal shock [4]. From the electrical point of view, the ballistic electron
transport properties exhibited by graphene monolayers can also improve the
conductivity in ceramic composites containing graphene, and these electro-conductive
ceramics could be machined in complex shapes thanks to the electro discharge
machining technique (EDM) [5]. In view of these interesting properties, the study of
graphene ceramic composites is rising at a constant pace, and the carbon nanostructures
used previously as fillers such as carbon nanotubes are being extensively replaced by
the use of graphene-based nanomaterials (GBN). However, under the general
denomination of GBN, the stacking of a variable number of graphene layers ranging
from 3 to 150 is included, while multilayer graphene (MLG) refers only to n≤10 layers.
These graphene-based nanostructures differ in many aspects. The most obvious is size,
not only because of the different thickness related to the number of layers but also
because they often have different lateral dimensions as well. Their electronic structure
also depends on the number of layers [6]. While the electronic band structure of
monolayer graphene consists of linear bands without a gap between the valence and
conduction bands, bilayer graphene possesses parabolic bands and a gap may be
induced by an electric field. The electronic structure complicates as the number of
layers increases until it stabilizes for n≥10 which corresponds to the graphite electronic
structure. The interplanar spacing is also influenced by the number and the ordering of
the stacking layers. While the interplanar spacing for graphite is 3.32 Å, it increases to
3.42 Å for disordered or turbostratic graphite, and approaches the 3.4 Å spacing for
bilayer graphene. Although some procedures for obtaining GBN from graphite are
rather simple, the economic cost of the graphene-based nanostructures when the number
of layers diminishes rises considerably. Therefore, the fabrication cost of graphenebased nanostructures varies in a wide range.
In spite of these differences, a main common feature to the graphene-based structures
should be highlighted: their high specific surface area. This feature, together with the
relevance of “graphene” in the media, is the reason why graphitic nanostructures
consisting of the stacking of more than 10 graphene layers, which could be strictly
considered as graphite are actually commercialized and known by the denomination
“graphene platelets” or “graphene nanoplatelets”, the latter when thickness is < 100 nm.
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These noticeable differences in size, number of layers and cost between the so called
graphene-based nanomaterials raise the interest to evaluate their distinct performance in
ceramic composites. Key issues which are not completely solved in the development of
the ceramic composites with graphene-based reinforcements, such as the homogeneous
dispersion of the graphene-based nanostructures in the ceramic matrix, the full
densification of the composites and the interfacial structure between the GBN and the
ceramic matrix, are certainly influenced by the type of two-dimensional GBN used.
Besides, these issues increase in complexity when the GBN content in the composites
increases.
While some of these key issues are being treated in depth in particular ceramic
composites, such as alumina or silicon nitride [3,7], other ceramic matrices still need
systematic studies to account for these microstructural features and for improvements in
their properties when incorporating GBN. This is the case of 3YTZP, a biocompatible
ceramic characterized by its high toughness and which presents ionic conductivity at
high temperature. Properties as the fracture toughness or the electrical conductivity can
be enhanced with the addition of GBN to this 3YTZP ceramic [8,9]. In particular, the
study of the influence of the number of stacking layers of graphene-based
nanostructures on the properties of these ceramic composites has not been assessed yet,
and an investigation of the interfaces in GBN/3YTZP composites needs to be carried
out to understand the reinforcing mechanisms.
In this work, the influence of the number of stacking layers of graphene-based
nanostructures on the microstructural homogeneity, densification, interfacial structure,
hardness, elastic modulus and crack propagation of ceramic composites with a 3YTZP
matrix are analyzed. For this purpose, the fabrication of 3YTZP composites with two
radically different graphene-based nanostructures has been addressed, and the effect of
adding substantially different graphene-based nanostructure contents (10 and 20 vol%)
has also been evaluated. These high filler contents are used in order to obtain a high
electrical conductivity in the composites.
2. Experimental
Commercial 3YTZP powders with 40 nm particle size were acquired from Tosoh
Corporation (Tokyo, Japan) and annealed in air at 850°C for 30 min to enhance
sintering. The two graphene-based nanomaterials were supplied by Angstrong Materials
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(Dayton, Ohio, USA), with the following specifications: (i) graphene nano platelets
(GNP) with 20-40 nm thickness and ≤5 m planar diameter and (ii) few-layer graphene
(FLG) with n≤3 graphene layers and ≤10 m planar diameter. Both GBNs were
dispersed in isopropanol, subjected to probe ultrasonication and mixed with the ceramic
powder as described elsewhere [10]. Mixtures containing 3YTZP with 10 and 20 vol%
GNP or FLG nominal content were prepared. The composites with GNP will be named
hereafter Z10G and Z20G while Z10F and Z20F will stand for the composites with
FLG.

The composite powders were subjected to elemental analysis to check for the real C
content (equivalent to the real GBN content in this case) of the composites to evaluate
deviations from the nominal content that could take place during processing. Three
measurements were carried out for each batch with a TruSpec CHNS micro LECO.

Sintering of the composite powders was carried out in a SPS furnace model 515 S, Dr.
Sinter Inc. at 1250°C, with a sintering time of 5 min, heating and cooling ramps of
300°C and 50°C per minute, respectively, and a uniaxial pressure of 75 MPa, as
described in [10]. The cylindrical pellets of 15 mm diameter and 3 mm height were
manually grinded, cut at low-speed and polished when necessary up to a 1 m final size.

The influence of the GBN content and number of layers on the crystallographic phases
of the 3YTZP matrix was evaluated by X-ray diffraction (XRD) on the sintered
composites. A X-ray D8 Advance A2, (Bruker Co.) diffractometer with :
configuration and a Bragg-Brentano geometry was used. XRD was also performed on
the as-received GNP.

The density of the sintered composites was measured by the Archimedes method using
a precision scale and distilled water as immersion medium. The theoretical density was
calculated by the rule of mixtures using the experimental volume fraction of the
corresponding GBN (from elemental microanalysis). To evaluate the integrity of the
graphene-based nanostructures after the sintering process, Raman spectroscopy was
carried out on the composite fracture surfaces with a dispersive microscope Raman
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Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRam HR800, with a green laser He-Ne (532.1 nm). Seven to ten
spectra were taken from each composite.

To account for the degree of dispersion of the GBN in the zirconia matrix, as well as to
account for any structural anisotropy of the composites, polished in-plane and crosssection surfaces were analysed by conventional scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
using backscattered electrons for imaging, with a JEOL 6460LV microscope. Polished
cross sections annealed in air for 15 min at 1150ºC were also examined by high
resolution scanning electron microscopy (HRSEM) to estimate the influence of the
number of layers and content of the GBN on the grain size of the 3YTZP ceramic
matrix. The value of the planar diameter, d, namely the diameter corresponding to a
circle with the same area as the measured grain, was chosen for the grain size, averaging
200-300 grains from each composite. The fracture surfaces of the composites were also
examined by HRSEM to observe the graphene-based nanostructures (GNP or FLG)
incorporated to the ceramic matrix.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) characterization was also performed in the
composites with 10 vol% GNP or FLG in order to analyse the ceramic-GBN interfaces
and to assess the GBN stacking. For this purpose, thin foils from cross-section surfaces
were prepared following the conventional procedure of mechanical polishing followed
by argon ion milling to electron transparency. A FEI Tecnai field emission gun
scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM-FEG), mod. G2F30 with an S-Twin
objective lent, operated at 300 kV, with 0.2 nm point resolution, and equipped with a
high angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector from Fischione with 0.16 nm
resolution in STEM-HAADF mode, was used. A Gatan Imaging Filter (GIF) attached to
the Tecnai microscope (QUAMTUM SE model) was used for electron energy-loss
spectroscopy (EELS) studies. The EELS spectra were recorded in STEM mode using a
probe with a size of less than 1 nm, with a spectrometer collection angle of 9.6 mrad.
Under these conditions, the energy resolution of the couple microscope/spectrometer
system was 0.8 eV.

The composites hardness was estimated on in-plane and cross sections from at least 10
Vickers indentations performed with a Vickers Duramin 5 microindenter (Struers) with
loads of 1.96 N. Higher loads (up to 30 kN) were also applied with a Wilson indenter to
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create fractures from the corner of the imprints, which have been observed by optical
microscopy to assess crack propagation. However, since the Vickers hardness from
residual imprints does not take into account the elastic relaxation upon unloading, which
is particularly important in ceramics, nanoindentation tests which measure hardness at a
maximum load were performed. A MTS Nanoindenter XP with a fully calibrated
Berkovich tip and a continuous stiffness measurement module, as described in [11] was
used. The hardness (H) and Young’s modulus (E) were calculated as a function of
penetration depth using the method proposed by Oliver and Pharr [12].

The electrical conductivity of the sintered composites was estimated in a two-point
configuration at room temperature in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the
compression axis during SPS (//, ). The specimens were cut into parallelepipeds and
the electrodes were two parallel faces coated with colloidal silver varnish. Two different
equipments were used to validate the results of the impedance spectroscopy measured:
an Agilent 4294A analyzer in the 100 Hz - 2 MHz frequency range and a Solartron SI
1260A (CITIUS-Sevilla), which used a potentio-dynamic method with a 0-10 mV range
in steps of 1mV. The measurements were validated also in AC, with a frequency sweep
from 100 to 1000 Hz at 10 mV. With the potentio-dynamic method, several
measurements were taken in each configuration. For each measurement, the electrodes
were removed with acetone and new colloidal silver painting was applied.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Microstructural characterization of the composites
The real volume fraction of the graphene-based fillers in the composites powder is very
similar to the nominal content of GNP or FLG, but there are small discrepancies that
arise during processing, due to losses of the GBN (in the composites Z10G and Z10F)
or losses of the ceramic powder (in the composites Z20G and Z20F) as indicated in
table 1. These discrepancies are completely random and not significant.

Table 1. Data corresponding to the 3YTZP composites sintered in this study indicating
the type of graphene-based filler (graphene nanoplatelets (GNP) or few-layer graphene
(FLG)), nominal and experimental content, density and grain size.
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GBN content

Density

Grain size

GBN

Nominal

Exp.

exp

rel

dplanar

Filler

(vol %)

(vol%)

(g/cm3)

(%)

(m)

3YTZP[10]

_

0

0

6.1

100

0.29 ± 0.02

Z10G

GNP

10

9.0

5.6

99

0.22 ± 0.10

Z20G

GNP

20

23.4

5.2

100

0.14 ± 0.06

Z10F

FLG

10

8.7

5.5

98

0.14 ± 0.06

Z20F

FLG

20

21.4

4.8

95

0.18 ± 0.09

Sample

The composites with GNP are fully dense, near 100% theoretical density, while the
density of the composites with FLG is slightly lower ( 95%) and decreases with
increasing FLG content, as indicated in table 1. Since the composites with FLG do not
show porosity in the ceramic matrix (see fig. s1 in the supplementary data), the decrease
in density must be associated to the FLG small number of layers and high specific
surface, since there are many individual FLG for a given GBN content. These
composites are very hydrophilic and absorb water on their surface during immersion
[13], thus requiring longer stabilization times for the measurements.

All the sintered composites, regardless of the type and content of graphene-based filler
(GNP or FLG) present the reduced tetragonal zirconia phase as the main
crystallographic phase (ZrO1.95, JCPDS 01-081-1544), as it can be seen in figures 1a and
1b. The reduction of the zirconia takes place during SPS, due to the highly reducing
atmosphere of the graphite mould containing the powders and the absence of oxygen
(vacuum). The XRD patterns from the composites with GNP (fig. 1a) present the main
graphite peak (2= 26.6º) (JCPDS 00-026-1076), in agreement with the results from
composites with smaller GNP contents [10]. This peak is not a consequence of the
degradation of the GNP, but it rather reflects the crystal structure of this nanomaterial
with a stacking of 100-150 graphene layers. The XRD performed to the as-received
GNP powders (not shown) indicates that they are highly ordered graphite stacks, with
only a sharp reflection at (002) and a small one at (004). The X-ray diffractograms of
the composites with FLG (fig. 1b) only show the reduced ZrO1.95 tetragonal zirconia
phase and not the main graphite peak, as expected since this graphene-based
nanostructure has less than 10 layers according to the supplier (n3 layers).
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Figure 1. X-ray diffractograms for the 3YTZP composites with (a) GNP and (b) FLG.
The peaks corresponding to the reduced tetragonal ZrO1.95 and graphite are indicated.
XRD of monolithic 3YTZP from the same powder and same sintering conditions has
been added for comparison.
The Raman spectra acquired on the fracture surfaces of the different composites sintered
in this study exhibit the same bands as the as-received graphene-based filler (fig. 2a and
b), included for comparison, indicating that none of the graphene-based nanostructures
have been damaged during sintering. All the spectra show the characteristic D, G and
2D bands corresponding to GBNs at ~1350, ~1580 and ~2700 cm-1 [14], respectively.
They have been normalized to the G band for easier comparison. The D band is
frequently associated to crystallographic defects in the graphitic structures, but it is also
related to the crystallite size [15]. Some authors have proven that the D band in the
Raman spectrum taken at the centre of a graphene nanoplatelet is non-existent, while it
develops and increases at the borders of the GNP layer [16]. The most relevant
difference in the Raman spectra of the two GBNs used and their corresponding
composites are the ID/IG ratio and the 2D band intensity. The FLG has much higher ID/IG
values (1.10) than the GNPs (0.13) because of their larger specific surface and the same
happens for their composites. Besides, for a certain volume of GBN there will be a
higher number of graphene borders for the FLG (larger number of individual FLG) than
for the GNPs (smaller number of individual GNPs and consequently fewer borders).
The larger number of individual FLG also contributes to a higher disorder. This is not
completely unexpected since the borders of any crystal structure are just defects or
deviations of the ideal infinite crystal structure. Therefore, while an increase of the ID/IG
9

ratio of the graphitic phase usually corresponds to a more defective crystal structure, it
can also account for a smaller size, as it is the case for the FLG. Another difference
between the Raman spectra is a shift difference of ~8 cm-1 to higher frequency values
for the G band position of the FLG with respect to that of the GNPs. This shift indicates
a smaller number of graphene layers in the FLG [17].

Z20G
Z10G
GNP

Z20F
Z10F
FLG

b

Intensity (a.u.)

Intensity (a.u)

a

ID/IG= 0.23 ± 0.06
ID/IG= 0.10 ± 0.04

ID/IG= 1.34 ± 0.07
ID/IG= 1.60 ± 0.09
ID/IG= 1.10 ± 0.05

ID/IG= 0.13 ± 0.04
1000
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Raman shift (cm )
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Figure 2. Raman spectra of the 3YTZP composites with 10 and 20 vol% (a) GNP and
(b) FLG compared to the spectra of the as-received GNP and FLG respectively. The
experimental ID/IG ratios are indicated.*From Ref.[10] . **From Ref. [39].
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Figure 3. SEM micrographs with BSE contrast of (a, b) in-plane and (c, d, e, f) cross
section polished surfaces of the 3YTZP composites with (a, c) 10 vol% GNP, (b, d) 10
vol% FLG, (e) 20 vol% GNP and (f) 20 vol% FLG where the light phase corresponds to
the 3YTZP ceramic and the dark phase to the GBN.
The backscattered electrons SEM micrographs of polished surfaces shown in figure 3
serve to assess the homogeneity in the distribution of the GNP or FLG in the ceramic
matrix. The light phase observed in the micrographs corresponds to the zirconia matrix
while the dark phase corresponds to the graphene-based nanostructure (GNP/FLG). The
cross sections (parallel to the sintering axis) of all composites show a preferential
orientation of the graphene nanostructures. Since the major surface (ab plane) of the
graphene layers lies in a plane perpendicular to the SPS sintering axis, the cross sections
show a side view of the graphene-based structure, where a clear alignment of the
11

nanostructures can be detected. Conversely, on the in-plane surface, the GBN
orientation is somehow random, as expected, although platelet-like forms are not
abundant. This is due to the fact that these graphene-based fillers wrap the ceramic
grains, thus adopting tortuous shapes. The high structural anisotropy of the ceramic
composites is due to the intrinsic two dimensional character of the GNB, together with
their preferential alignment with the uniaxial sintering pressure, and it affects
significantly the macroscopic properties of these materials, as it has been pointed out in
the literature [18–20]. The composites with GNP present rather uniformly distributed
graphene Nanoplatelets with some interconnected and/or stacked GNP (arrowed in
figure 3a and b), and some clean ceramic areas. These ceramic areas are approximately
circular in the in-plane surfaces of the composites and oval in the cross sections, with an
estimated major axis of 30-100 μm and evidence that the GNP did not mix completely
with the 3YTZP ceramic powder during the processing. The FLG, due to its smaller
size, can be better dispersed in the ceramic powder and it has been found much more
homogeneously distributed in the sintered composites than the GNP for the same GBN
content using the same processing routine. This homogenization routine has proven
quite successful for lower GNP content (1 and 5 vol%) in the same 3YTZP matrix,
although some agglomeration occurred. The homogenization routine for high GNP
content can be enhanced using higher energy mechanical agitation like planetary ball
milling, as it has been proven recently for 3YTZP with 10 vol% GNP [21].
The composites with FLG also present clean ceramic areas, although in a lesser extent
than those with GNP, with an estimated major axis of 5-100 μm and 3-30 μm for Z10F
and Z20F, respectively.
The fracture surfaces of the sintered composites observed by HRSEM show the
characteristic shapes of the graphene-based nanostructures embedded in the ceramic
matrix (figure 4). The dimensions of the isolated GNPs found among the ceramic grains
have been estimated (dplanar < 5 μm and thickness ~20 nm) though the GNP are most
commonly found stacked or interconnected forming small groups (fig. 4b) as it was
already pointed out from low magnification BSE observations (fig. 3). These
interconnected groups have sizes (d~10 μm) much larger than the 3YTZP ceramic grain
size, so when the magnification of the micrographs is set to see one of the phases (either
GNP or 3YTZP), the other one cannot be observed properly. GNP pull outs can be
observed protruding from the ceramic surface like rigid structures, as fine flat flakes,
12

due to the high number of graphene layers of these structures. Pull outs are a toughening
mechanism which has been observed in composites with different matrices [22]. GNPs
show flat and wavy surfaces (fig 4a and b), as well as wrinkles and folding (fig. 4a) of
the borders of the Nanoplatelets.

Figure 4. SEM micrographs of the fracture surfaces of the 3YTZP composites with (a)
10 vol% GNP, (b) 10 vol% FLG, (c) 20 vol% GNP and (d) 20 vol% FLG. GNPs and
FLG are arrowed.

The morphology of the FLG in the fracture surface of the 3YTZP/FLG sintered
composites (Figure 4 c and d) is radically different from that of the GNP. The few layer
graphene is perceived as a fine, wavy, semi-transparent tissue covering the ceramic
grains, similar to what has been reported in alumina composites [23] and show
corrugated surfaces. Their size is smaller (dplanar < 10 μm), not too different from the
3YTZP ceramic grain size. The large difference in the number of layers between GNP
and FLG can be clearly inferred from the size, shape and appearance of both phases in
13

the composites. Side views of the FLG (with estimated thickness < 3 nm) have been
indicated in figures 4 c and d. The graphene-based sheets are well dispersed in the
ceramic matrix, some of them are isolated but most of them are stacked in small groups
and/or forming interconnected networks (fig. 4d).
The GNP rigidity inferred from the
SEM observations seems to be due to
the GNP stacking, since high
magnification TEM examination

GNP

reveals the flexible nature of the
isolated GNP and their accumulation at
the 3YTZP grain boundaries, thus

ZrO2
grain

allowing them to bend and re-adjust
with conformity, as illustrated in figure
5. The general TEM image in figure 5a
shows the GNPs (bright contrast)

Figure 5. TEM general image of the
composite Z10G.

dispersed in the 3YTZP matrix. The
GNP occupy quite large regions, 4-5

µm lateral size and ~0.2-1 µm thick. The latter indicates the stacking of multiple GNPs.
The high GNP surface roughness could enhance the chemical reactivity by improving
the interfacial bonding with the matrix. Between the GNP regions and the 3YTZP
grains, three different types of interfaces have been detected by high resolution electron
microscopy (HREM) and EELS: (i) abrupt and crystalline with a firm connection and
lattice fringes of 3.4 Å and 2.6 Å, corresponding to planes of both phases (figure 6a).
(ii) Crystalline interfaces with d-spacing not coincident with GNP nor ZrO2 (figure 6b),
and (iii) amorphous regions of ~5 nm thickness (Figure 6c). In figure 7, the EELS
spectra, C-K, O-K and Zr-M2,3 edges, measured on the ceramic matrix (point 1), on a
GNP region (point 2) and on the interface (point 3) are depicted. The presence of C, Z,
and O elements in this last point, indicates the formation of an intermediate zirconia
oxycarbide phase via a chemical reaction that occurs in the interface [24].
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Figure 6. HRTEM images of different 3YTZP/GNP interfaces observed in the
composite Z10G.
The general HAADF-STEM or Z-contrast image of figure 8a shows that the FLG is
well dispersed in the zirconia matrix, and reveals its curved and flexible nature. The
composite with FLG presents a more uniform distribution of the graphene-based
nanostructure into the ceramic matrix than the composite with GNP. However, in some
areas, accumulation of FLG (~50 nm thick) is observed (darker regions). The FLGs are
interconnected through the 3YTZP grain boundaries, forming 2-5 nm thick regions
(figure 8), indicating that the individual FLG are either isolated or stacked with a
maximum number of 5 nanosheets. D-spacings in the range of 3.6 to 4 Å have been
measured (a distance of 3.7 Å is indicated in figure 8b), which are higher values than
the theoretical distance (3.32 Å) between two layers of the graphene phase hexagonal
structure (i.e. (002) spacing) in graphite. This can be explained by a weakening of the
π–electron stacking attraction between the graphene layers due to the 3YTZP grains as
previously reported for Al2O3 nanoparticles [24]. The weakening of the -electron
stacking attraction is also observed in bilayer graphene with respect to graphite (3.4 Å
d-spacing), and can contribute to the lower density of the composites with FLG,
although this effect probably plays a very minor role. Amorphous regions of ~5-20 nm
thickness are also observed between the ceramic crystalline grains. The EELS spectra
measured on the interfaces of Z10F composite (figure 9) show the presence of C, Zr and
15

O elements indicating -as in the composite with GNP- that a chemical reaction has led
to the formation of an intermediate zirconia oxycarbide amorphous phase. This kind of
3YTZP/FLG interface phase, also present in Z10G composite, can enable efficient load
transfer, thus delaying failure through impediment of crack propagation.
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Figure 7. (a) HAADF-STEM or Z-contrast image of Z10G composite and (b) EELS
spectra (C-K, O-K and Zr-M2,3 edges) measurements in points (1) 3YTZP ceramic
grain, (2) GNP region and (3) interface marked in (a).
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a

b

ZrO2 grain

ZrO2 grain

c

5.5nm

Figure 8. HRTEM images of 3YTZP / FLG interfaces in the composite Z10F.
The values of the ceramic grain size for the different composites, and for the monolithic
3YTZP ceramic prepared with the same sintering conditions for comparison, are
detailed in table 1. The ceramic grains are equiaxed independently of the amount and
number of layers of the GBN incorporated to the composite, with an estimated shape
factor F = 0.73 ± 0.08, analogous to the monolithic 3YTZP ceramic. The introduction of
a graphene-based phase has a slight refinement effect on the zirconia grain size in the
composites, in accordance to what has been reported in the literature [25]. The grain
size of the composites with GNP decreases with increasing GNP content from 10 to 20
vol%, while the increase of the FLG content does not reduce the grain size any more in
the corresponding composites.
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Figure 9. HAADF-STEM or Z-contrast image of the Z10F composite and (b) EELS
spectra (C-K, O-K and Zr-M2,3 edges) measurements in points (1) 3YTZP ceramic
grain and (2) FLG region.
3.2. Hardness and fracture propagation
The hardness values of the different composites are summarized in table 2. The results
indicate that the addition of graphene-based nanostructures decreases the composites
hardness with respect to the monolithic 3YTZP ceramic, disregarding the type of GBN
added. The Vickers hardness also decreases with increasing GBN content, following the
trend of composites with lower GNP content [10]. The same effect has been reported
with different ceramic matrices as alumina [23,26] or SiAlON [27]. The results from
nanoindentation (not performed on Z20G because of the high microstructural
inhomogeneity observed in Z10G) correlate the hardness and Young’s modulus with the
homogeneity, content and type of GBN used. The Young’s modulus decreases with
increasing GBN homogeneity and content. The values of the instrumental hardness,
which are systematically higher than those of conventional Vickers micro-hardness
tests, follow the same trend as the Young’s modulus. The decrease of hardness can be
explained by a two-fold argument. In the first place, by the intrinsic properties of the
graphene-based nanostructure, a much softer phase than the ceramic matrix (value of 1
GPa measured by nanoindentation [28]). Although the Young’s modulus of graphene is
extremely high (~1000 GPa), the graphene-based nanostructures are very easily
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deformed under shear stress (parallel to their main ab plane) by the glide of the
graphene layers with respect to each other, due to the weak Van der Waals interaction
between them. In the second place, the GBNs placed between the ceramic grains favour
grain boundary sliding and therefore plastic deformation of the composite. This
mechanism was proposed to account for the hardness decrease in ZrO2/GNP composites
with GNP content higher than 0.05 wt% [29].
Table 2. Young’s modulus, instrumental nano-hardness and Vickers hardness of the
3YTZP/GBN composites in this study. Data from the 3YTZP ceramic are included.
Sample

E (GPa)
in-plane

3YTZP
Z10G

crosssection

263±5*
170 ± 30

188 ± 13

HBerk (GPa)
in-plane

cross-section

20.0±0.4*
10 ± 3

11.0 ± 1.6

Z20G

HV (GPa)
in-plane

cross-section

13.9 ± 0.5
7.7 ± 2.2

8.5 ± 0.8

spalling

4.6 ± 1.6

Z10F

100 ± 19

150 ± 16

8±2

9 ± 1.7

5.3 ± 0.5

6.1 ± 0.3

Z20F

60 ± 6

72 ± 14

2.9 ± 0.7

4.2 ± 1.6

spalling

2.2 ± 0.2

*Data from a similar 3YTZP from the same powder as in this study, SPSed at 1350°C,
with 99.4% relative density, 0.177±0.014 m reported grain size and 14.21±0.09 GPa
Vickers hardness[30].
Systematically higher values of elastic moduli and hardness are obtained in the cross
sections as a consequence of the microstructural anisotropy of the material, also
reported in composites with lower GNP content [10] or with other carbon
nanostructures as fillers, such as carbon nanotubes [31,32]. The higher hardness values
are obtained when the indentation load is applied on the plane parallel to the sintering
axis, in agreement with the observations in bulk sintered graphene flakes [33]. The
lower hardness values, when the load is applied on the composite in-plane surfaces, can
be attributed to microscopic mechanisms with lower activation energy such as
delamination and sliding of the graphene layers. The delamination of the graphene
layers sometimes causes spalling which affects the indentation borders, impeding the
correct formation of the indentation imprint, as it happened to the composites with 20
vol% GBN content, both with FLG and GNP.
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The composites with FLG show lower hardness values with also lower standard
deviations than the composites with GNP. The reduced hardness is due to the lower
density in the composites with FLG and to the increased microstructural homogeneity.
The FLG can be found less aggregated and in a higher percentage of ceramic grain
boundaries than the GNP in their composites, facilitating deformation by grain
boundary sliding in larger areas of the composite. The smaller standard deviation of the
hardness values is also an indicator of the better homogeneity of the composite
microstructure. The composites with GNP, on the other hand, present GNP-free welldefined ceramic areas similar in size to the imprint that are harder than the rest of the
composite. This gives place to a larger dispersion of the results.

a

b

0.1 mm

c

0.1 mm

0.35 mm

Figure 10. Optical micrographs of the composite cross sections after Vickers
indentation at 10 kp showing (a) Z10G, (b) Z20G with extensive spalling and (c)
Z20F with horizontal anisotropic crack propagation.

The application of high indentation loads (10 kp) to create fractures in the cross section
of the composites has revealed some interesting additional facts. The composites with
highest GNP content show an extensive spalling, probably due to the delamination of
interconnected aggregated graphene-based nanostructures (figure 10b). The spalling is
much less noticeable for the composites with FLG, since these multilayer graphene
structures are smaller and better distributed through the ceramic matrix. In pure zirconia,
as a typical fragile material, cracks arise only from the vertices of the indentation, two
horizontal and two vertical ones. So indeed there are two significant differences between the
monolithic ceramic and the composite with FLG: i. Anisotropy in the crack propagation and ii.
Extensive microcracking. Usually, extensive microcracking around an indentation is considered
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as an energy dissipating mechanism that could enhance fracture toughness, and it has been
observed in composites with other ceramic matrices (for instance, silicon nitride [3]) and
graphene nanosheets.

Regarding, the anisotropy, the cracks arising from the indentation imprints at high loads
in these composites propagate on the surfaces of the FLG main ab planes. Thus, the
FLG induce a crack deflection mechanism inhibiting crack propagation in the direction
of the sintering axis, as can be observed in figure 10c. This result is in agreement with
the TEM observations of the 3YTZP/FLG interface in these composites (fig. 8), which
confirm the good interfacial bonding between both phases, even with the formation of
an intermediate compound in the grain boundaries, and the low degree of stacking of
these nanostructures forming thin groups of FLG which can be much better distributed
through the ceramic grain boundaries. Very recently, it has been observed in Si3N4
nanocomposites with reduced graphene oxide (rGO) [34] that crack bridging is more
effective when the reinforcement consists of large stacks of platelets with strong
bonding to the matrix and high aspect ratios. Deeper and more systematic studies on
crack propagation would be necessary to give an insight into the reinforcing
mechanisms of FLG and GNPs in a 3YTZP matrix.

3.3. Electrical conductivity at room temperature.
The results of the measured electrical conductivity in the two relevant directions
(parallel and perpendicular to the sintering axis) of the composites are shown in table 3.
Table 3. Electrical conductivity values of the composites in this study measured in the
directions parallel and perpendicular to the compression axis during sintering.

Sample

GBN filler

Electrical conductivity, σ
(Sm-1)
σ
σ

type

Vol %

Z10G

GNP

10

16 ± 1

239 ± 6

Z10F

FLG

10

85 ± 3

790 ± 20

Z20G

GNP

20

544 ± 7

2740 ± 60

Z20F

FLG

20

480 ± 70

3400 ± 500
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There is a noticeable increase of the electrical conductivity with the amount of GBN
added to the ceramic matrix, of one order of magnitude in both measured directions
when increasing the GBN content from 10 to 20 vol%. Regarding the anisotropy effects
in the composites, the conductivity in the perpendicular direction to the compression
axis during sintering, σ, is systematically higher than in the parallel direction, σ (also
one order of magnitude). This electrical anisotropy is a direct consequence of the
structural anisotropy detected in the composites, since the preferential orientation of the
graphene platelets perpendicular to the compression axis during SPS means that in the
configuration for measuring σ , the electric current flows mainly through the surface of
the graphene nanosheets, which are often interconnected as observed by electron
microscopy. In the parallel configuration, however, the current flows mainly through
the c-axis of the graphene based sheets, finding larger ceramic isolating regions between
the GBN and thus following a more tortuous path. If we focus on the differences of
electrical conductivity due to the different fillers used, we can see that for 10 vol% GBN
content, σ and σ are five and three times higher for composites with FLG,
respectively. For 20 vol% σ are practically identical for FLG and GNP while σ is only
1.24 times higher for FLG. The reason for the improved electrical conductivity of the
composites with FLG is twofold. In the first place, it is well known that the conductivity
of the multilayer graphene decreases when the number of graphene layers increase, so
the conductivity of the FLG is higher than that of the GNPs. In the second place, the
composites with FLG show a better microstructural homogeneity, with a better
percolated FLG network than in the case of composites with GNP.
Shin and Hong obtained an electrical conductivity value of 1.2 104 S/m for 4.1 vol%
rGO in a YSZ matrix also sintered by SPS [9], values which are significantly higher
than ours. They measured with a 4 probe technique but did not specify the current flow
direction, presumably σ due to the measuring technique. However, the values found by
these authors are much higher than the values obtained by the scientific community for
a variety of different ceramic matrices with rGO and graphene nanoplatelets, as can be
seen in a comprehensive review by Miranzo et al. [35].
The , value for the composite with 10 vol% FLG content in this study is higher than
those for composites with AlN [36] or Si3N4 [18] matrix, despite using the same GBN
content. However, in these studies, thicker graphene nanoplatelets were used as fillers.
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On the other hand, this value is lower than the published one for composites with AlN
matrix with thinner graphene nanosheets (GNS) [37], probably due to the lower number
of graphene layers in these nanostructures. The composites with 20 vol% FLG in this
study have a , in the same order than those of composites with Si3N4 [18] and SiC
[16] matrix, for the same GNP content.
The conductivity values achieved by the composites in this study, especially those with
GNPs have as an upper limit the properties of graphite, which is considered to be a good
electric conductor along the ab basal plane, with a conductivity value of (20-40) 104 Sm1

, whereas in the perpendicular direction the conductivity falls to 0.03 104 S m-1 [38] .

4. Conclusions
In this work, the influence of using different contents of graphene-based fillers differing
in the number of layers (FLG with n~3 and GNP with n~150 layers) in a 3YTZP
ceramic matrix has been assessed.

The common facts in the dense sintered composites are the structural preservation of the
graphene-based nanostructures, the anisotropy due to their preferential orientation, the
sub micrometric round-shaped ceramic grains and the presence of crystalline and
amorphous interfaces 3YTZP/GBN. Also, the formation of an intermediate zirconia
oxycarbide in some interfaces, suggesting a good interfacial bonding which would favor
load transfer between the ceramic matrix and the filler.

There are also remarkable differences between the composites with the two GBN used.
While most grouped GNPs pull-outs appear as rigid structures much larger than the
ceramic grains, the FLG is much more flexible, less aggregated, thinner and similar in
size to the ceramic 3YTZP grains. The FLG is found interconnected at grain boundaries
surrounding groups of ceramic grains, with a slight FLG stacking of 2-5 nanosheets and
much more homogeneously distributed in the ceramic matrix than the GNPs.
The few layered GBN, due to their higher specific surface area, is more effective in
reducing the ceramic grain size and also reducing densification of the composites at
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high concentrations. The FLG interplanar spacing estimated by TEM, larger than the
GNPs spacing, can contribute to the lower density of the composites with FLG.
The Young’s modulus, hardness and instrumental nano-hardness decrease with
increasing GBN content and with improved GBN dispersion, in correlation with the
density values.

The incorporation of FLG to a zirconia matrix greatly inhibits the crack propagation that
occurs perpendicular to their preferential orientation plane, with an efficient crack
deflection mechanism, due to a better distribution of the thinner FLG in the ceramic
grain boundaries that allows an improved load transfer.
The composites with thinner GBN (FLG) have higher electrical conductivity than those
with GNP and all the composites are electrically anisotropic. The maximum value was
achieved for the composite with 20 vol% FLG, σ= 3400 ± 500 Sm-1, in the direction
perpendicular to the compression axis during sintering, due to the higher conductivity of
the FLG with smaller number of layers and to their better dispersion in the ceramic
matrix.
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